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CHAMAX. 149

buried beneath the Registan. The necessary lapse of time was expressed
in hundreds or thousands of centuries; so it is not a matter with which
we of the nineteenth century are concerned.

The mirage effects seen around Chaman, especially towards the
Registan, are as striking as any I have ever seen. I never noticed them
here till October, when the mornings were beginning to be fresh or even
chilly. Since then I have seen these effects in many varieties of form.
Now it is a pool of blue water some miles off, invisible to the eye in
reality, standing up and facing me like a mirror; now a squat white
boundary pillar, elongated into a tall white obelisk; now a conical hill
far off in the Registan, thrown into a square shape, like a cathedral with
chancel, tower, and nave; or the dunes themselves exaggerated tenfold
and standing up like a precipice, and almost masking the peaks in their
midst; now bushes magnified into trees, or a bit of low scarped bank
transformed into a cliff, or a close-ranged row of columns; and lastly,
away southward against the long, featureless horizon, sloping gently from
the hills to the desert, shimmering waves of vapour that roll into count-
less fantastic shapes. The local superstition is that these strange
appearances mark the sites of battlefields of days gone by.

Now that I have wandered into the region of mirage I think I had
better come to a close. Sixty-seven years ago Conolly said all he had
to say of Chaman in half a page. Since then it has seen our armies
twice occupy Kandahar, and twice retire from it. The next time British
troops occupy Kandahar they will probably stay there, and the railway
and telegraph plant now parked here will then be laid out in lines, and
carry trains and messages to some new and more advanced frontier out-
post. Loralai, perhaps, will soon have little but a past. Chaman, I feel
sure, has a future.1

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

NEW MEMBERS.

At a meeting of Council on Feb. 23rd, the following gentlemen were elected :—
Ainslie, Chas. A. Taylor, John.
Blair, Patrick. Waterston, John W.
Callan, Rev. Hugh, M.A. Watson, J. Graham.
Reynolds, Major F. R., R.B.

Ordinary Diplomas of Fellowship were conferred on Mrs. Fanny B. Workman,
W. S. Bruce, W. Coldstream, Sir James S. Hay, Governor of Barbados, and
Wm. Lindsay.

1 The rainfall at Chaman, from 1st January to 31st December 1897, was 2·9 inches. The
heaviest rain fell on the 9th and 10th of January, the 7th of February, and the 10th of
December.

The highest shade temperature was 107° on July 29th, and the lowest 9° on May 16th.
The octroi and import receipts for the year were about Rs. 30,000 (£2000).
There are papers on Chaman and its natural history, especially birds, in Stray Feathers,

vol. ix. pp. 212 and 449.
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LECTURES DELIVERED IN FEBRUARY.

On Wednesday, Feb. 16th, the' Hon. David W. Carnegie addressed the Society
in Edinburgh on his "Explorations in Western Australia." Sheriff Mackay
presided.

The following evening Mr. Carnegie lectured to the Glasgow Branch. Sir
J. N. Cuthbertson took the chair.

At Aberdeen a meeting was held on Feb. 18th to hear Mr. Carnegie, Prof. J .
Dove Wilson presiding; and on the 22nd, the lecture was delivered to the Dundee
Branch, Mr. I. J. Weinberg presiding.

LECTURES IN MARCH.

Two meetings will be held in Edinburgh during the coming month. Dr. James
A. Greig will, on March 10th, describe a "Journey overland from Kirin, in
Manchuria, to Moscow"; and towards the end of the month,Mr. Borchgrevink
will give particulars of the plan of his expedition to the Antarctic regions.

The Eev. Hugh Callan will address the Glasgow Branch on March 1st, his
subject being "Lands and Peoples of the Balkans." Mr. Borchgrevink will visit
Glasgow.

The explorer will also lecture to the Aberdeen and Dundee Branches.

G E O G R A P H I C A L NOTES.

By THE ACTING EDITOR.

ASIA.
The Natives of Eastern Formosa.—The wild tribes that inhabit the mountains

of the eastern sea-board of Formosa have been mentioned more than once in these
pages, as presenting many problems for the ethnologist to solve. In the Hansel
Zasshi, a magazine published in English at Tokyo, Mr. K. Torii, who visited the
country in 1896, gives some fresh details of their customs and geographical dis-
tribution. He divides the natives into barbarians of the mountain and of the
plain, the former comprising three tribes, the Yugeiban, the Iwatan, and the Ami.
The Yugeiban, or Tattoo tribe, is a name given them by Mr. Torii; this people is
usually called the Northern tribe, or the Head-hunters, as they are much addicted
to collecting human skulls. They occupy the country in the neighbourhood of
Saw-o in the north, and are distinguished from their neighbours, the Iwatan, by
a taller stature and more slender figures, and a much darker complexion. They have
straight hair, large eyes and long noses, the Roman type being common among the
men, while the women have hook-shaped noses. Both men and women extract
the two upper front teeth, and tattoo the face, each village having its peculiar design.
On marriage a special mark is tattooed on the woman's face, extending from the
ear to the corner of the mouth.

The territory of the Iwatan extends from Mount Morrison as a centre, north-
wards to the Tattoo villages, and southwards to the Paiwan country. Like the
Tattoo tribes, they assert that their forefathers lived in the west, but they do not
recognise any affinity with those tribes, and do not tattoo themselves. They have,
however, in common the practice of extracting the upper front teeth. In stature
they are the smallest of East Formosan natives, and are further distinguished by
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